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In this paper, we give a proof to the orbit conjecture of BensonJenkins
LipsmanRatcliff and get a geometric criterion for Gelfand pairs associated with
nilpotent Lie groups. Our proof is based on an analysis of the condition by using
certain operators naturally attached to two step nilpotent Lie algebras provided
with an inner product. A class of nilpotent Lie groups considered by Lauret is also
treated as examples.  2001 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION
Let G be a locally compact group and K a compact subgroup of G.
We call the pair (G, K) a Gelfand pair when the convolution algebra
L1 (K"GK) of K-biinvariant integrable functions on G is commutative. In
this paper, we consider the case G=K _ N, where N is a connected and
simply connected nilpotent Lie group and K is a compact Lie group acting
smoothly on N as automorphisms. In this case, we say that (K, N) is a
Gelfand pair instead of (G, K). It is shown in [2, Theorem 2.4] that (K, N)
is a Gelfand pair only if N is at most two step. Thus N is assumed to be
at most two step throughout this paper. In [1, p. 3], Benson, Jenkins,
Lipsman and Ratcliff formulated a geometric criterion for (K, N) to be a
Gelfand pair in terms of coadjoint orbits, and showed that the criterion is
valid for the Heisenberg cases. In the general case, the condition is shown
to be necessary in [3], but the sufficiency is left as a conjecture. This con-
jecture is a special case of a rather wide question of representation theory
given by Kirillov (see [10, Section 8.3] for example). The purpose of the
present paper is to give a proof to the conjecture, and thus make the
criterion complete. Our method also yields a simpler proof of the necessity
part of the criterion.
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In order to describe the criterion precisely, let us fix our notation. Let k
and n denote the Lie algebras of K and N respectively. Consider the group
G=K _ N and its Lie algebra g=k _ n. For ! # g*, let OG! be the coadjoint
orbit in g* through !. Denote by k= the annihilator of k in g*. Then, the
above-mentioned criterion for Gelfand pairs proposed in [1] is that the
following orbit condition (OC) should be satisfied:
OG! & k
= is a single Ad*G(K)-orbit for every ! # k=.
Identifying k= with n* naturally, we can rephrase the condition (OC) as
OG(0, &) & k
==K } & for all & # n*. (0.1)
Let us describe the approach and the results of this paper. Take a K-inva-
riant inner product ( } , } ) on n. Let z be the center of n and V the
orthogonal complement of z in n. For each z # z , we define an operator
Jz : V  V by
(Jzv, w)=(z, [v, w]) (v, w # V).
In this paper, the operators Jz play an essential role in the description and
in the analysis of the condition (OC). They appeared in Kaplan [7] in
defining a certain class of groups of H-type generalizing Heisenberg groups.
Concerning the works on Gelfand pairs for groups of H-type, we refer the
readers to [8] and [13]. These operators have been effectively used also
in Eberlein’s investigations [4] and [5] of the geometry of general two
step nilpotent Lie groups. We now identify n* with n by the K-invariant
inner product ( } , } ) . For z # z and w # V, let &=(z~ , w~ ) # n* be the image
of (z, w) # n=zV through this identification. Then the orbit condition
(OC) is rewritten by means of Jz (Proposition 2.4). Moreover, let K&
denote the stabilizer of the equivalence class in the unitary dual N@ of N
corresponding to the coadjoint orbit Ad*N(N) & by the Kirillov corre-
spondence. Then, if Kz stands for the stabilizer in K at z # z , our key lemma
(Lemma 3.5) states that
K&=[k # Kz ; k } Pzw=Pzw],
where Pz is the orthogonal projection from V onto Ker Jz . In this way,
the localization procedure established in [3, Lemma 2.4] and in [9,
Theorem 2.6] has a more direct description (see Theorem 3.6). Here by the
localization we mean the procedure that reduces the study of Gelfand pairs
to a family of pairs [(K& , H&); & # n*], where H& are Heisenberg groups (or
abelian). The localized orbit condition (LOC) in Proposition 4.1 is also
expressed by making use of Jz (Proposition 4.2). The proof of our main
theorem (Theorem 4.3) is achieved by showing the equivalence of (OC)
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with (LOC). Moreover, inspecting the proof, we actually get a simpler
criterion (Corollary 4.5).
As an application of our criterion, we deal with a certain class of two
step nilpotent Lie groups considered by Lauret [11]. These two step nilpo-
tent Lie groups are defined through representations of compact Lie groups.
For groups in this class, we have a further simplification of the condition
for Gelfand pairs (see Lemma 5.1). The free two step nilpotent Lie group
F(n) on n-generators with SO(n)-action falls into this class. We verify by
using Lemma 5.1 that (SO(n), F(n)) is a Gelfand pair, a fact which has
been known since [2, Theorem 5.12]. We also exhibit a pair (K, N) for
which the condition (OC) is not satisfied even though (Kz , Nz) is a Gelfand
pair for each z # z (compare with [11, Theorem 4.2]).
1. OPERATORS ASSOCIATED WITH LIE ALGEBRA STRUCTURE
Throughout this paper, N denotes a connected and simply connected
two step nilpotent Lie group with Lie algebra n. Let ( } , } ) stand for an
inner product on n. Denote by z the center of n and by V the orthogonal
complement of z in n. We have n=zV and [n, n]/z . For each z # z , we
define an operator Jz : V  V by
(Jzv, w)=(z, [v, w]) (v, w # V). (1.1)
Note that Jz is skew symmetric for any z # z , and that J: z [ Jz is a linear
map from z to End(V). Let Vz be the orthogonal complement of Ker Jz in
V, so that we have
V=Ker JzVz . (1.2)
Since Range(Jz)=Ker(&Jz)==Vz , we have the following lemma.
Lemma 1.1. For z # z , one has Range(Jz)=Vz , and Jz |Vz : Vz  Vz is
bijective.
Let K be a compact Lie group acting smoothly on N through a
homomorphism _: K  Aut(N). Replacing K by _(K) if necessary, we
assume that K is a compact subgroup of Aut(N) without any loss of
generality. Since K is compact, we take a K-invariant inner product ( } , } )
on n. Let O(n), O(z) and O(V) denote the orthogonal groups on n, z and
V respectively relative to the inner product ( } , } ) . Then K/O(n). Since
K } z/z and thus K } V/V, an easy computation leads us to
K/[(,, T ) # O(z)_O(V); TJzT &1=J,z for all z # z]. (1.3)
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Let k be the Lie algebra of K. Then we have
k/[(A, B) # so(z)so(V); BJz&JzB=JAz for all z # z], (1.4)
where so(z) and so(V) are the Lie algebras of skew symmetric operators on
z and on V respectively. For any subalgebra l/k, we denote by l|V the set
of all B # so(V) such that (A, B) # l for some A # so(z). If z # z , then Kz
stands for the stabilizer at z in K:
Kz :=[k # K; k } z=z]=[(,, T ) # K; ,z=z].
We denote by kz the Lie algebra of Kz . By (1.3) and (1.4), the operator Jz
commutes with the action of Kz on V and also with the action of kz on V.
Now we have the following lemma immediately.
Lemma 1.2. The action of Kz on V as well as the action of kz on V
preserves the orthogonal decomposition (1.2).
2. COADJOINT ORBIT
We shall identify the underlying manifold of N with n by the exponential
map. The CampbellHausdorff formula gives us the following formulas for
the group action:
XY=X+Y+ 12 [X, Y], X
&1=&X.
The derived action of K on n coincides with the action of K on N. We write
k } X for the action of k # K on X # n. Similarly, U } X denotes the action of
U # k on X # n. The contragredient actions of K and k on & # n* are
(k } &)(X)=&(k&1 } X) and (U } &)(X)=&&(U } X) respectively. Let G be the
semidirect product K _ N and g the Lie algebra of G. Elements in G will be
written in the form (k, X), where k # K and X # N. The group law of G is
given by
(k1 , X1)(k2 , X2)=(k1k2 , X1 (k1 } X2)) ((k j , Xj) # G; j=1, 2).
Let k= stand for the annihilator of k in g*. We identify k= with n* naturally.
Every point ! # g* will be written as !=(+, &) with + # k* and & # n*, so
that we have !(U, X)=+(U)+&(X) for U # k and X # n. Let OG(+, &) denote
the coadjoint orbit Ad*G(G)(+, &) in g*. In order to describe OG(+, &) we define
X_& # k* for X # n and & # n* by
(X_&)(U) :=&(U } X) (U # k). (2.1)
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Then by [3, Lemma 3.1], we have
Lemma 2.1. One has
OG(+, &)= .
X # n
Ad*G(K, 0)(++X_&+ 12 X_ad*N(X) &, Ad*N(X) &).
From Lemma 2.1 we get (see [3, (3.12)])
Corollary 2.2. One has
OG(0, &) & k
== K } Ad*N(X) &,
where the union runs over the X # n satisfying X_&+ 12X_ad*N(X) &=0.
Using the operators Jz , we can describe OG(0, &) & k
= more explicitly. For
(z, u) # z_V we denote by (z~ , u~ ) the linear form on n defined through the
K-invariant inner product as follows:
(z~ , u~ )(x, w) :=(z, x) +(u, w) ((x, w) # n=gV).
Every & # n* is of this form. Note that k } (z~ , u~ )=((,z) t, (Tu) t) for
k=(,, T ) # K. Given z # z and u # V, let Vz, u be the set of the elements v # V
such that there exists y # z satisfying (z, Ay)+(u& 12Jzv, Bv)=0 for all
(A, B) # k.
Lemma 2.3. For &=(z~ , u~ ) # n*=z*V*, one has
OG(0, &) & k
==[k } (z~ , (u&Jzv) t); k # K, v # Vz, u].
Proof. Let X=( y, v) # n=zV and U=(A, B) # k as in (1.4). By (2.1)
we have
(X_&)(U)+ 12 (X_ad*N(X) &)(U)
=&(Ay, Bv)& 12&(adN(X)(Ay, Bv)).
Since adN(Ay, Bv)=([v, Bv], 0), the right hand side may be rewritten as
(z, Ay) +(u, Bv)& 12 (z, [v, Bv])=(z, Ay) +(u&
1
2Jzv, Bv)
by virtue of (1.1). Next we have for (x, w) # n=zV
(Ad*N(X) &)(x, w)=&(AdN(X&1)(x, w))
=&(x, w)&&([( y, v), (x, w)]),
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because n is two step nilpotent. Since &([( y, v), (x, w)])=(z, [v, w]) ,
definition (1.1) gives
Ad*N(X) &=(z~ , (u&Jz v)t). (2.2)
Now the lemma follows from Corollary 2.2 and the above computa-
tions. K
The condition (OC) of (0.1) is reformulated as follows.
Proposition 2.4. The condition (OC) holds if and only if given z # z
and u # V, one can find, for v # Vz, u , an element (,, T ) # Kz such that
Tu=u&Jzv.
Remark 2.5. If Jz=0 in Proposition 2.4, it is enough to take (,, T ) as
the unit element in K. Thus we have only to consider z # z such that Jz {0.
3. LOCALIZATION
In this section, we give a variant of the localization procedure described
in terms of the operators Jz . Like the original localization procedure given
in [3], it permits us to reduce the investigation of Gelfand pairs for (K, N)
to the Heisenberg cases. For & # n* we put z&=Ker(&| z ). Let z$& be the
orthogonal complement of z& in z , so that we have z=z&z$& . Put
a& :=[v # V; [v, V]/z&],
and let b& be the orthogonal complement of a& in V. We have V=a&b& .
Consider the subspace h& :=z$&b& and define a Lie bracket [ } , } ]& on h&
by
[z1+v1 , z2+v2]& :=Q&[v1 , v2] (zj # z$& , vj # b& ; j=1, 2),
where Q& is the orthogonal projection from z onto z$& . It is clear that h& is
an at most two step nilpotent Lie algebra. We denote by H& the connected
and simply connected nilpotent Lie group corresponding to h& with under-
lying manifold h& .
Remark 3.1. If b&=[0], then h& is abelian. Otherwise one can see that
h& is a Heisenberg Lie algebra.
Let N@ be the unitary dual of N. The group K acts on N@ naturally. For
& # n* let K& be the stabilizer in K of the equivalence class in N@ correspond-
ing to the coadjoint orbit ON& :=Ad*N(N) & through the Kirillov corre-
spondence. Then K&=[k # K; k } & # ON& ]. We know that K& is compact.
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Moreover the action of K& on n preserves both z$& and b& (see the paragraph
just before Lemma 2.2 in [3]). Hence we have a homomorphism
_& : K&  Aut(H&). It is clear that (K& , H&) is a Gelfand pair if and only if
(_& (K&), H&) is also a Gelfand pair. The following is ‘‘the localization
lemma’’ proved in [3, Lemma 2.4 and Remark 2.5].
Lemma 3.2. (K, N) is a Gelfand pair if and only if (K& , H&) is a Gelfand
pair for each & # n*.
Remark 3.3. If b&=[0], then (K& , H&) is always a Gelfand pair because
H& is abelian. Thus it is enough to deal only with the case by b& {[0].
We now describe H& and K& by using the operators Jz . For &=(z~ , u~ ) #
n*=z*V* it is evident that Ker(&| z ) equals the orthogonal complement
of Rz in z . Thus we have z$&=Rz. Hence (1.1) gives
a&=[v # V; [v, V] = z]=Ker Jz ,
and we have b&=Vz . In this way, we see that the Lie algebra h& (&=(z~ , u~ ))
is nothing but the Lie algebra nz :=RzVz with the following Lie bracket
operation:
[:1z+v1 , :2 z+v2]z :=Qz[v1 , v2] (:j # R, vj # Vz ; j=1, 2), (3.1)
where Qz is the orthogonal projection from z onto Rz. We denote by Nz
the connected and simply connected nilpotent Lie group corresponding to
nz with underlying manifold nz . Then we have H&=Nz .
For the description of K& , we introduce the following subgroups Kz, w .
Definition 3.4. For z # z and w # V, we define
Kz, w :=[(,, T ) # K; ,z=z, TPzw=Pzw],
where Pz denotes the orthogonal projection from V onto Ker Jz .
Since the action of Kz on V commutes with Pz by Lemma 1.2, we have
Kz, w=[(,, T ) # Kz ; Tw&w # Vz]. (3.2)
Lemma 3.5. For &=(z~ , w~ ) # n* one has K&=Kz, w .
Proof. By (1.2) and (2.2), it is easy to see that
K&=[(,, T ) # Kz ; Tw=w&Jzv for some v # Vz]. (3.3)
Since Jz |Vz is bijective by Lemma 1.1, comparison of (3.2) with (3.3) com-
pletes the proof of Lemma 3.5. K
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Now we can state our localization procedure.
Theorem 3.6. (K, N) is a Gelfand pair if and only if (Kz, w , Nz) is a
Gelfand pair for each z # z and w # V.
Remark 3.7. For z # z with Jz=0, then (Kz, w , Nz) is always a Gelfand
pair because Nz is abelian. Thus it is sufficient to consider the case Jz {0.
In this case, Nz is a Heisenberg group.
Remark 3.8. In [11, Theorem 4.2] Lauret states that (K, N) is a
Gelfand pair if and only if (Kz , Nz) is a Gelfand pair for each z # z . While
the only if part is true, (K, N) need not be a Gelfand pair even if (Kz , Nz)
is a Gelfand pair for each z # z as Example 5.3 will show.
4. GEOMETRIC CRITERION
Let H be a Heisenberg group and L a compact subgroup of Aut(H).
Then, it is shown in [3, Theorem 4.1] that (L, H) is a Gelfand pair if and
only if (L, H) satisfies the condition (OC). Let L$ be a compact Lie group
and _$ a continuous homomorphism L$  Aut(H). Then it is obvious that
(_$(L$), H) satisfies the condition (OC) if and only if so does (L$, H). From
this and Theorem 3.6, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. (K, N) is a Gelfand pair if and only if (Kz, w , Nz)
satisfies the condition (OC) for each z # z with Jz{0 and each w # V.
The condition in Proposition 4.1 will be called (LOC) in this paper. Let
us describe the condition (LOC) in more detail. We note first that if z # z ,
v, w # Vz and t # R, then using the notation in (3.1), we have
(Jtzv, w)=(tz, [v, w]) =(tz, Qz[v, w]) =(tz, [v, w]z) .
Comparing this with (1.1), we see that Jtz | Vz is just the operator defined by
(1.1) for nz=RzVz . Given z # z , w # V, t # R and u # Vz , we denote by
Vz, wt, u the set of v # Vz satisfying
(u& 12Jtz v, Bv) =0 for all B # kz, w | V . (4.1)
Note that for (A, B) # kz, w /kz we have Az=0. Thus we see, by applying
Lemma 2.3 to G$ :=Kz, w _ Nz and &$=((tz) t, u~ ) # nz*=(Rz)*V z* , that
OG$(0, &$) & (kz, w)
==[k } ((tz) t, (u&Jtzv) t); k # Kz, w , v # Vz, wt, u ].
By (0.1), the condition (LOC) can be rephrased as follows: given z # z with
Jz {0 and w # V, we have (tz, u&Jtz v) # Kz, w } (tz, u) for any t # R and
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u, v # Vz satisfying (4.1). Since this is automatically satisfied for t=0, we get
the next proposition.
Proposition 4.2. The condition (LOC) holds if and only if given z # z
with Jz {0 and w # V, one can find, for 0{t # R and u, v # Vz satisfying
(4.1), an element (,, T ) # Kz, w such that Tu=u&Jtzv.
Now the following is our main theorem.
Theorem 4.3. (OC) is equivalent to (LOC). In other words, (K, N) is a
Gelfand pair if and only if (K, N) satisfies the condition (OC).
Proof. We first show that (OC) implies (LOC). Let z # z with Jz {0
and w # V. Suppose that 0{t # R and u, v # Vz satisfy (4.1).
Step 1. There exists v$ # Ker Jz such that for all B # kz | V
( (u+Pzw)& 12Jtz(v+v$), B(v+v$))=0.
In fact, using Lemma 1.2, we see that if B # kz |V then Bv # Vz and
B(Ker Jz) / Ker Jz . Therefore if v$ # Ker Jz , then Bv$ # Ker Jz . By
Lemma 1.1 we obtain
( (u+Pzw)& 12Jtz(v+v$), B(v+v$)) =(u&
1
2 Jtzv, Bv)+(Pzw, Bv$) .
Hence it suffices to find v$ # Ker Jz such that
(BPzw, v$)=(u& 12Jtzv, Bv) for all B # kz | V .
Let kz } (Pzw) be the kz-orbit through Pzw:
kz } (Pzw)=[BPzw; B # kz |V].
Consider the linear map 81 : kz  kz } (Pzw) defined by the orbit map
(A, B) [ BPzw. By the definition of kz, w , this map 81 induces a linear
isomorphism 8 1 : kz kz, w & kz } (Pzw). Let f1 be the linear form on kz defined
by
f1 (A, B) :=(u& 12 Jtzv, Bv).
By (4.1) we can regard f1 as a linear form on kz kz, w . Because 91 :=
f1 b (8 1)&1 is a linear form on kz } (Pzw), there exists v$ # kz } (Pzw) such
that 91=( } , v$). Therefore we get for all B # kz | V
(BPzw, v$) =91 (BPzw)=( f1 b (8 1)&1)(BPz w)=(u& 12 Jtzv, Bv).
Since Pzw # Ker Jz , we have v$ # Ker Jz by Lemma 1.2.
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Step 2. There exists y # z such that for all (A, B) # k
(tz, Ay) +( (u+Pz w)& 12Jtz(v+v$), B(v+v$))=0.
Because A is skew symmetric, our task is to find y # z such that
(tAz, y) =( (u+Pzw)& 12Jtz(v+v$), B(v+v$)).
We define a linear map 82 : k  k } z by (A, B) [ tAz. Since t{0, this map
82 induces a linear isomorphism 8 2 : kkz & k } z. This time we consider the
linear form f2 on k defined as follows:
f2 (A, B) :=( (u+Pzw)& 12 Jtz(v+v$), B(v+v$)) .
By Step 1 we regard f2 as a linear form on kkz . Because 92 :=f2 b (8 2)&1
is a linear form on k } z, there exists y # k } z such that 92=( } , y). Therefore
we get for all (A, B) # k
(tAz, y) =92 (tAz)=( f2 b (8 2)&1)(tAz)
=( (u+Pzw)& 12Jtz(v+v$), B(v+v$)).
Step 3. There exists (,, T ) # Kz, w such that Tu=u&Jzv.
Indeed, Step 2 shows that v+v$ # Vtz, u+Pzw (see the last sentence preceding
Lemma 2.3 for the definition of Vtz, u+Pzw). Since we are assuming (OC),
Proposition 2.4 guarantees that there exists (,, T ) # Kz such that
T(u+Pzw)=(u+Pzw)&Jtz(v+v$)=u+Pzw&Jtzv.
By Lemma 1.2 the operator T preserves Ker Jz and Vz . Therefore we have
Tu=u&Jtzv and TPzw=Pzw. Thus (,, T ) # Kz, w and the proof of Step 3
is completed. Hence we have (LOC) by Proposition 4.2.
Conversely, assume (LOC) and let z # z with Jz {0. To show (OC) we
suppose, according to Proposition 2.4, that for u, v # V there exists y # z
such that for all (A, B) # k
(z, Ay) +(u& 12Jzv, Bv)=0.
If (A, B) # kz we have Az=0, so that
(u& 12Jzv, Bv) =0 for all B # kz |V . (4.2)
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By Lemma 1.2 the action of kz on V commutes with Pz . Hence we have for
all B # kz |V
( (I&Pz) u& 12Jz(I&Pz) v, B(I&Pz) v)=( (I&Pz)(u&
1
2 Jzv), Bv)
=&(Pz(u& 12Jzv), Bv) ,
where the second equality follows from (4.2). Since PzJz=0 by Lemma 1.1
and since B is skew symmetric, the last term is equal to (BPzu, v) , which
is zero for B # kz, u |V . Therefore we get
( (I&Pz) u& 12Jz(I&Pz) v, B(I&Pz) v) =0 for all B # kz, u | V .
Hence (4.1) is satisfied for the quadruple (w, t, u, v) there replaced by
(u, 1, (I&Pz) u, (I&Pz) v) here. Proposition 4.2 says that there exists
(,, T ) # Kz, u such that
T(I&Pz) u=(I&Pz) u&Jz(I&Pz) v.
Since TPzu=Pzu, we obtain Tu=u&Jz(I&Pz) v=u&Jzv. By Proposi-
tion 2.4 we have (OC). K
Remark 4.4. The implication (LOC) O (OC) was proved in [3]. This
proof is simpler than the one given there.
We can give a simpler condition for (K, N) to be a Gelfand pair.
Corollary 4.5. (K, N) is a Gelfand pair if and only if given z # z with
Jz {0, one can find, for u, v # V satisfying (4.2), an element (,, T ) # Kz such
that Tu=u&Jzv.
Proof. We first assume that (K, N) is a Gelfand pair, so that (K, N)
satisfies the condition (OC). If we have (4.2), then tracing the proof of
Step 2 in Theorem 4.3 (replace (tz, u+Pzw, v+v$) by (z, u, v)), we see that
v # Vz, u . By Proposition 2.4, the condition (OC) implies the existence of
(,, T ) # Kz such that Tu=u&Jzv. The converse is clear (see the above
argument to get to (4.2)). K
5. SOME EXAMPLES
In this section we deal with a certain class of two step nilpotent Lie
groups introduced by Lauret [11]. Let G be a connected compact Lie
group and g the Lie algebra of G. We denote by (?, V) a real faithful
representation of G without trivial subrepresentation. We also write by
(?, V) the representation of g obtained by differentiating ?. One can see
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that the representation (?, V) of g is also faithful and has no trivial sub-
representation. Since G is compact, we take an Ad(G)-invariant inner
product ( } , } ) g on g, and a ?(G)-invariant inner product ( } , } ) V on V.
We set n :=gV and introduce an inner product on n by ( } , } ) :=
( } , } )g +( } , } ) V . We define a Lie algebra structure of n=gV as
follows:
{[g, n] :=0, [V, V]/g,(z, [v, w]) =(?(z) v, w) (v, w # V and z # g).
The Jacobi identity being trivially true, n is a two step nilpotent Lie
algebra. Since ? has no trivial subrepresentation, the center of n is g.
Moreover since ? is faithful, the derived algebra of n coincides with g. Note
that for z # g the operator Jz in (1.1) is nothing but ?(z) in the present case.
We denote by N(g, V) the connected and simply connected nilpotent Lie
group corresponding to n=gV. We put U :=EndG(V) & O(V) and
K :=G_U%, where U% is the identity component of U. Defining the action
of K on n by
(g, T ) } (x, v) :=(Ad(g) x, ?(g) Tv) ((g, T ) # K, (x, v) # n=gV),
we have K/Aut(n) & O(n). In this section we consider the pairs of the
type (G_U%, N(g, V)). Let u be the Lie algebra of U, and k the Lie algebra
of K. By definition, we have u=Endg (V) & so(V) and k=gu. The action
of (x, B) # k=gu on n=gV is ad(x) (?(x)+B). Moreover, for z # g
we have kz=Zg (z)u and Kz=ZG(z)_U%, where Zg (z) and ZG(z) are
the centralizers of z in g and in G respectively. In the present case,
Corollary 4.5 is further simplified as follows:
Lemma 5.1. Fix a maximal abelian subalgebra t in g. Then the pair
(G_U%, N(g, V)) is a Gelfand pair if and only if given non-zero z # t, one
can find, for u, v # V satisfying
(u& 12?(z) v, (?(x)+B) v) =0 for all x # Zg (z), B # u, (5.1)
elements g # ZG(z) and T # U% such that ?(g) Tu=u&?(z) v.
Proof. The only if part is trivial in view of Corollary 4.5. Conversely, let
z # g and suppose that u, v # V satisfy (4.2), which is rewritten as
(u& 12?(z) v, (?(x)+B) v) =0 for all x # Zg (z), B # u. (5.2)
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Let us take g0 # G such that Ad(g0) z # t. Since ?(Ad(g0) z) ?(g0)=
?(g0) ?(z), we obtain for all y # Zg (Ad(g0) z) and B # U%
(?(g0) u& 12?(Ad(g0) z) ?(g0) v, (?( y)+B) ?(g0) v)
=(u& 12?(z) v, ?(g0)
&1 (?( y)+B) ?(g0) v)
=(u& 12?(z) v, (?(Ad(g
&1
0 ) y)+B) v).
Here since Ad(g&10 ) y # Zg (z), the last term vanishes by (5.2). Since
Ad(g0) z # t, the assumption says that there exist g # ZG(Ad(g0) z) and
T # U% such that
?(g) T?(g0) u=?(g0) u&?(Ad(g0) z) ?(g0) v.
Applying ?(g0)&1 from the left, we arrive at
?(g0)&1 ?(g) ?(g0) Tu=u&?(z) v.
Since g&10 gg0 # ZG(z), we have completed the proof by Corollary 4.5. K
Example 5.2. (SO(n), N(so(n), Rn))
This pair is known to be a Gelfand pair as is shown in [2, Theorem 5.12].
Here we shall verify this fact by using Lemma 5.1. We keep to the notation
adopted in the paragraph preceding Lemma 5.1. Let (?, Rn) be the natural
representation of G :=SO(n) on Rn. Since ? is irreducible, U% is trivial, so
that K=G. Note that the standard inner product of Rn is K-invariant.
We show that the pair (SO(n), N(so(n), Rn)) satisfies the condition of
Lemma 5.1 for the case n=2m+1, and the case n=2m is left to the reader.
We choose the following maximal abelian subalgebra t in so(n):









0 + . (5.3)
We take z=H(h1 , ..., hm) # t and u, v # V satisfying (5.1). In particular, we
have
(u& 12?(z) v, ?(x) v) =0 for all x # t. (5.4)
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Let e1 , ..., en be the standard basis of Rn. We denote by Pj the orthogonal
projection from Rn onto Re2 j+1 Re2 j+2 . Take
xj=H(0, ..., 0, hj , 0, ..., 0) # t.
Noting that Pj ?(z)=?(xj), we get for j=1, 2, ..., m
|Pj (u&?(z) v)|2=|Pju|2&2(Pj u& 12P j?(z) v, Pj?(z) v)
=|Pju|2&2(u& 12 ?(z) v, Pj?(z) v)
=|Pju|2 (by (5.4)).
Since the (2m+1)-th component of ?(z) v is 0, this implies that there exists
g # exp(t)/ZG(z) such that u&?(z) v=?(g) v. From Lemma 5.1, we con-
clude that this pair (SO(n), N(so(n), Rn)) is a Gelfand pair.
Example 5.3. (SO(3)_SO(2), N(so(3), R3R3))
This example shows that although (Kz , Nz) is a Gelfand pair for each
z # g, the pair (K, N) is not a Gelfand pair. Thus the equivalence of (iii) and
(iv) in [11, Theorem 4.2] does not hold.
Let (?, R3R3) be the direct sum of two copies of the natural represen-
tation of G :=SO(3) on R3. By embedding g :=so(3) into so(6) diagonally,
we consider g as a Lie subalgebra of so(6):
g={\X0
0
X+; X # so(3)= .
By easy computations we have
U%={r(%) :=\(cos %) I3(sin %) I3
&(sin %) I3
(cos %) I3 +; % # R=&SO(2), (5.5)
where I3 is 3_3 identity matrix. Thus K&SO(3)_SO(2). Moreover
u={B(s) :=\ 0sI3
&sI3
0 +; s # R= . (5.6)
We will show that this (K, N(g, V)) fails to satisfy the condition of
Lemma 5.1. Consequently (SO(3)_SO(2), N(so(3), R3R3)) is not a
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We put t :=[H(h); h # R], a maximal abelian subalgebra in g. Take
z :=H(2) # t. Then Zg (z)=t, and so kz=tu. Let e1 , ..., e6 be the standard
basis of R6. Setting u :=e2+e3+e5+e6 and v :=e1 , we have ?(z) v=2e2
and u& 12 ?(z) v=e3+e5+e6 . For x=H(h) # t and B=B(s) # u we have
(?(x)+B) v=he2+se4 . Thus we get (u& 12?(z) v, (?(x)+B) v)=0 for all
x # Zg (z) and B # u. However there is no (g, T ) # ZG(z)_U% such that
?(g) Tu=u&?(z) v, which implies that the present pair (K, N(g, V)) is not
a Gelfand pair by Lemma 5.1. Indeed we have ZG(z)=exp(t). Put
R(%$) :=exp H(%$). We note that R(%$) fixes e3 and e6 . Suppose that there
exist %, %$ # R such that
R(%$) r(%) u=u&?(z) v. (5.7)
Since u&?(z) v=&e2+e3+e5+e6 , this may be rewritten as
R(%$)((cos %&sin %)(e2+e3)+(cos %+sin %)(e5+e6))
=&e2+e3+e5+e6 .
Comparing the coefficients of e3 and e6 on both sides, we have
cos %&sin %=1 and cos %+sin %=1, so that we get cos %=1 and sin %=0.
















We arrive at a contradiction.
We conclude this paper by showing directly that (Kz, w , Nz) is not a
Gelfand pair for 0{z # g and w  Vz . Suppose first that z # t and z{0.
Then Ker ?(z) = Re3  Re6 and Vz = Re1  Re2  Re4  Re5 . Let w=




6 { 0. Since Pz w =
a3 e3+a6e6 {0, we see immediately that Kz, w=exp(t)_[1]. Hence the
action of Kz, w on Nz is the action of SO(2) on Vz as the direct sum of two
copies of the natural SO(2)-action on R2 according to the decomposition
Vz=(Re1Re2) (Re4Re5). Obviously this action is not multiplicity
free. For general non-zero z # g, it suffices to take an orthonormal basis
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f1 , ..., f6 of R6 relative to which the matrix expression of ?(z) is of the form
H(h). Then translating the above argument, we see that the action of Kz, w on
Vz is not multiplicity free if Pzw{0. By [2, Theorem 4.6] this pair (Kz, w , Nz)
is not a Gelfand pair. Note that (Kz , Nz) is a Gelfand pair for each z # z ,
because if z{0, the action of the complexification (Kz)C is given by
(C__SO(2, C), C2), which is known to be an irreducible multiplicity free
action (see [2, Theorem 4.6] or [6, Theorem 3]).
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